
Craft Beers & Lagers
Tasting Notes Bars only 

accept tokens 
1 token = £1

Craft Ales £6/pt and £3/half

Brewery Name ABV Tasting Notes

1 XT Timberwolf 4.7% American hops (Columbus, Chinook, Amarillo and Mosaic), double dry, 
hopped with Citra. It’s a hazy, yellow golden, pale beer.

2 XT Diamondback 4.2% An American style, session pale ale, packed with Chinook, Columbus and 
Cascade hops. Crisp, refreshing with a hoppy bite.

3 Vale Vale Pale 5.2% Thirst-quenching Pale Ale with Jester, Olicana and Ernest hops creating 
grapefruit and mango flavours.

4 Vale Skyhopper 4.3% This session beer punches way above its ABV, extra pale malt, torrefied 
wheat and 4 all-star English hops bring tropical flavours.

5 Boobytrap Muppetry 5.6% American Pale with smooth, caramel notes, citrus and pine aromas and a 
dry, clean finish.

6 Boobytrap Hazy Rays 4.5% East Coast Sessioin IPA using El Dorado and Mosaic hops with their big, 
punchy, citrus flavour and captivating tropical aroma.

7 Moonwake IPA 5.0% Packed full of citrus and pine. Rounded off with German malts and dextrin 
for a hoppy bitter-sweet punch.

8 Verdant Lightbulb 4.5% Extra pale IPA. Session-able and quenching. Biscuity, malt base with a hint 
of sweetness, all drenched in fruity and dank hops.

9 Purity Bunny Hop 3.5% A hazy, pale ale that is vegan & GF. A bold beer which perfectly balances its 
low abv of 3.5%, pale malts and powerful hops.

10 Gipsy Hill Bandit 3.8% Full of flavour, brewed with Citra, Simcoe and Ekuanot. It’s got zips of citrus 
zest with a soft, piney bitterness.

11 Tiny Rebel Clwb Tropica 5.0% This is what happens when you slice pineapples, squeeze mangos, crush 
peaches and pummel passionfruit into an IPA.

12 Thornbridge Am/Pm 4.5% Bags of tropical fruit aromas, pineapple, guava, tangerine and passion fruit 
are balanced with a chewy, honeyed malt character.

Lagers   Carlsberg £5/pt and £3/half* San Miguel & Rebellion £6/pt & £3/half 
   (*£2.50 half pint tokens available in the ale tent) Peroni GF £3/bottle

1 Carlsberg Carlsberg 3.8% Needs no introduction. Their slogan "Probably the best lager in the world" 
was dropped in 2011 after 38 years; you decide.

2 San Miguel San Miguel 5.0% A premium, pilsner style lager, golden in colour, sparkling with a generous 
white creamy head and citrus aroma.

3 Rebellion Rebellion 
Lager 4.4% Local entry - continental hops add a light floral element and gentle 

bitterness to create an extremely crisp, refreshing character.

4 Peroni Peroni 5.1% A crisp and refreshing beer crafted with a delicate balance of bitterness and 
subtle citrus aromatic notes without the gluten.

Keg Cider Thatchers £5/pt and £3/half*
    (*£2.50 half pint tokens available in the ale tent)

1 Thatchers Thatchers 
Gold 4.8% Crafted from a blend of apples, this is a medium dry smooth and golden 

cider.

Key: Gluten Free      Vegan  


